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The SDU International Club (IC)
has arranged this calendar for
you, don’t miss up!
To take part of the activities
suggested by the IC is a possibility
to meet interesting people from all
over the world, to share good
moments and stimulating
experiences.
Enrich your life, join The SDU
International Club!

August 5th @ 19:oo
Stammtisch:

every month together!
At ”La Piazza Ristorante” (Brandt
Passage 33, Odense)
After the summer break we meet
over again to get pleasure from
the delicious Italian food and the
warm atmosphere.
(100kr.p/p food and beverage
incl.)
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How often do you observe the world around
you… people in the streets, people on TV, people just
living
g their
e life's
es a
and
d hopefully
ope u y e
enjoying
joy g it to
o the
e
fullest?!
It used to say that people need bread and
games and it seems to me sometimes the bread is
preferably exchanged for cake. And games are
becoming more and more intensive.
There are so many games these days. People
play with money, emotions, they juggle with time
and play with other people too.
too People play with
words, passwords, swearwords…. It’s pretty tough to
name it all and arrange it all. Perhaps it’s not even
that needed after all, since those who play, know
and those who don’t, they will find out eventually,
that we are all only going towards our own private
miracle.
I keep on wondering what a perfect world I
am a partt of.
f Don’t
D ’t you just
j t gett inspired
i
i d by
b the
th
skylines of the cities, old people on park benches,
old town streets and little coffee places?!... Don’t
you get hungry for a colorful life?!
"the only people for me are the mad
ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to
talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything at
the same time, the ones that never yawn or say
a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn..."
~ Jack Kerouac, On the Road, Part 1, Ch. 1
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“ An intercultural exchange enriches
our vision of the world and of the life.”
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~ Leonard Boff

August 12th @ 14:oo
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Chats in Danish

a way to get better in Danish
Do you want to develop your
communication’s skills in Danish ?
Join us to have conversations in Danish
and make the difference!!!!!
Sometimes can be really difficult to find
people to practice your Danish,
therefore,, The SDU International Club
has organized this offer for you:
Talks in Danish once a week for 90
minutes in groups composed by 5
internationals and two Danes.
Improve your Danish while you have fun!
This cultural activity is free of charge
If you are interested in participating
please sign up at sgg@sdu.dk and get
more details about place and time.
time

Some say we only have one life and that
one life isn’t always as spacious as we wanted it to
be. Yet, sometimes I do want to believe that we
can choose our lives just like we choose cereal for
breakfast, tents for camping trips or colors for the
living room. And I always, always want to believe
that nothing is final. Nothing is final until you are
dead. And even then, I am sure God negotiates!
A d therefore,
And
h
f
with
i h new year in
i Mayan
M
calendar which started on 26th of July, I would like
to wish you to let go everything you were and
become who you really are; leave the past for the
past and only take the lessons out of the situations
and experiences!
Life is indeed a wonderful private miracle.
By Evelina Kvartunaite.
Kvartunaite

August 14th @ 11.oo
Job for spouses

info meeting
The International staff Office at SDU
organizes a job searching strategy in
p
in the
order to assist the spouses
process to find a job according to their
experiences and skills.
For more details contact Jose Manuel
Rojas Duran e-mail: jmrojasd@yahoo.dk

August 16th @ 16.oo
Opera in the Meadow

a reall success
Open air concert in lovely surroundings
with extracts from the coming opera and
concert season in Odense Concert hall.
Presented by the Odense Symphonic
Orchestra and professional Soloists
Bring a blanket, a picnic basket to Engen
v/Fruens Bøge, Skovalleen 20, DK-5000
and hear an international standard opera
in the open air, a unique experience, do
not forget the picnic kit!

August 30th @ 10.oo
Visit to the Odense ZOO

a family excursion, for adults and
children
Did you know that Odense Zoo is the
most visited attraction in Fyn and the 9th.
most frequented tourist places in
Denmark?????
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